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Necessary conditions are derived for a black box to be representable as 
a dynamical system governed by ordinary differential equations. Sufficiency 
of these conditions depends primarily on the set of inputs. It is shown that the 
conditions are indeed sufficient for the set of constant inputs and under suitable 
hypotheses for the set of smooth inputs. These conditions cannot be verified by 
a finite number of input-output observations. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Problems dealing with the determination of a “best” approximate model 
for black box identification have been studied extensively. For instance, in the 
area of process parameter estimation, black box identification has been for the 
most part the development of convergence techniques for the unknown 
parameters of the governing equations of a “best” approximate process 
[l-28]. However, problems relating to the exact nature or the exact identifica- 
tion of a black box are seldom dealt with because of their complexity, or 
because input-output data appear to yield insufficient information for exact 
identification [29-391. Consequently, the derivation of existence theorems for 
a black box to have a certain type of representation has remained largely an 
unsolved problem. 
A black box may be thought of intuitively as an entity possessing an inlet, 
an outlet and a set of internal structures such that each internal structure 
provides an output (i.e., response of the black box) for each input (i.e., 
stimulus) fed into the black box. This loose description will now be developed 
into a definition of a black box utilizing three sets and a single mapping 
involving them. 
Let a black box B be given. Let S index the set of internal structures of B, 
let I be the set of all admissible inputs to B, and let 0 be the set of all possible 
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outputs from B. Let x E S; the internal structure of B corresponding to x can 
be represented by a mapping G, : I ---f 0, where G,(U) is the output of the 
black box B possessing the internal structure corresponding to x and receiving 
the input u as stimulus. Intuitively, the mapping G, corresponds to a mechan- 
ism which “feeds” on members of I and produces members of 0 according 
to a rule; this rule depends on the internal structure corresponding to 3~. 
Define the mapping G : I J, S-t 0 such that G(u, X) = G,(u) for all 
(u, x) E I x S; G is called the black box mapping of B. 
We shall also refer to S as the set of “natural” states of a black box. For an 
example of a black box, consider the solar system. The set of internal struc- 
tures for the solar system is indexed by the set of all possible positions and 
velocities of the sun, its planets and their moons. The forces (internal and 
external) exerted on these bodies are inputs to the black box and the resulting 
motions of the bodies are outputs of the black box. 
Definition 1.1. 
A black box B is a quadruple {I, S, G, 0} where I, S and 0 are the sets of 
inputs, states and outputs, respectively, and G is a mapping from I x S 
into 0. 
The class of black boxes under investigation here is that for which 
B = {M(T, U), X, G, izC(T, P)) where M(T, U) is the set of all measurable 
functions with a compact time domain T = [to , tl] and range in a subset U 
of Em, X is open in En, and AC(T, En) is the set of all absolutely continuous 
functions with domain T and range in E “l.l Therefore, stimulating the black 
box in state x with an input function z, contained in M(T, U) gives rise to an 
output G(v, X) : T---f E” contained in AC(T, En). Hereinafter, G(o, X) (t) 
denotes the value of G(w, X) in En at the time t E T. 
It is the principal purpose of this paper to study the black box mapping G 
and to derive conditions on G in order that a black box can be “represented” 
as a dynamical system governed by a set of ordinary differential equations. 
In the definition given below, a “representation” of a black box as a dynamical 
system is defined with respect to a subset of M(T, U). We give three reasons 
for this. First, in the identification of a black box for which the map G is 
unknown, it is physically impossible to stimulate the black box over the set 
of all measurable functions. Second, a smaller set of inputs (for example, the 
set of constant inputs) is sufficient to determine the dynamical system pro- 
vided the black box is representable as one. Third, over certain sets of inputs, 
the black box may have representation in the class of dynamical systems but 
not necessarily over all subsets of M(T, U); that is, the representation may 
depend on the set of inputs as well as vary within the class of dynamical 
1 EQ denotes a q-dimensional Euclidean space. 
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systems as the sets of inputs vary. For example, it may happen that there 
exists a decomposition of M( T, C-) such that a black box has a representation 
over each member of the decomposition but not over the union of any two 
members. With this in mind, we give the following definition: 
Dejinition 1.2. 
Let Zr be a subset of M(T, U). A black box 
B = {M(T, C), X, G, AC(T, E”)) 
is said to be representable over the set of inputs I1 as a dynamical system of 
class C’, r > 1, if there exists a set of ordinary differential equations 
9 =f (t, Y, 4, (t, y, u) E W C R x El1 x E”, (1.1) 
where f is of class Cr on an open region 9 containing 
D(I,) = {(t, G(v, x) (t), v(t)) E T x E” x L.’ : x E X, v E I11 
such that for each input function z1 EZ~ and state x E X the output 
G(a, x) : T - En is a solution curve of (1.1) for the initial condition y(tJ = x 
and input function zl; that is 
G(v, x> (t) = -I- + j-;,,f (7, G(v, m) (T), V(T)) d7, VT E T. (1.2) 
The set of ordinary differential Eqs. (1.1) is said to be a representation of B 
over I1 . 
If (1.1) is a representation of a black box B, then it follows from (1.2) that 
G(v, x) (to) = . t’ f or all (v, x) EZ~ x X and that f is uniquely defined on 
D(Il). Conversely, however, different black boxes may have the same set of 
ordinary differential equations as their representation over Zr . 
In the next definition, li and X are Em and En, respectively. 
Definition 1.3. 
Let Zr be a subset of M(T, ZP). A black box 
B = (M(T, E”l), E”, G, AC(T, E”)) 
is said to be representable over the set of inputs Zr as a linear dynamical 
system with continuous time varying coefficients, if there exists a set of 
linear ordinary differential equations 
9 =z A(t) y + B(t) u, (t, y, u) ~2 C R x E” i< E”i, (1.3) 
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where A(.) and I?(.) are continuous time varying n x 12 and 71 x m matrices, 
respectively, and where W is an open region containing D(I,), such that for 
each input v E II and state .Y E En the output G(v, x) : T--t En is a solution 
curve of (1.3) for the initial condition y(t,) = .r and input v; that is, 
exp (- jlo A(~) A) B(~) v(~) dr 
(1.4) 
0 
for every t contained in T. 
Although Definitions (1.2) and (1.3) are given in terms of arbitrary 
II C M( T, U), this investigation will be restricted to two subsets of M( T, U): 
the set of all constant inputs and the set of all smooth inputs. “Smooth” 
refers to being of class Cl. The set U will denote the set of all constant inputs 
contained in M(T, U); the set of constant inputs is given the same topology 
as that possessed by U in Em and u E U represents the input v E M(T, U) 
such that v(t) = u for all t E T. The set of smooth inputs is denoted by 
Cl(T, U). 
Problem Statement. 
Given a black box B, derive necessary and/or sufficient conditions on the 
black box mapping G of B in order that B be representable over (a) the con- 
stant inputs U and (b) the smooth inputs (in the sense of Definition 1.2 or 
1.3) as (i) a dynamical system of class C’, r > 1 and (ii) a linear dynamical 
system with continuous time-varying coefficients. 
To avoid confusion of the mapping G : M( T, 6’) x S ---f AC( T, En) with 
its restriction to the subsets L’ x X and Cl(T, U) x X, we make the follow- 
ing distinction. G, and G, will denote the restrictions of G to the subsets 
U x X and CI(T, U) x A’, respectively; that is, G, : 7,r x X --) AC(T, En) 
is a mapping such that GJu, X) q = G(u, x) for all (u, X) E U x X, and 
G, : P( T, U) x X -+ AC( T, E71) is a mapping such that GJv, X) = G(z), s) 
for all (v, x) E Cl(T, U) x X. 
Observe that the condition 
(G 0) G(u, x) (to) = x (u, x) E u x x 
is a necessary condition in order that a black box B be representable over 
either the constant inputs or the smooth inputs as a dynamical system of class 
C’ or a linear dynamical system with continuous time varying coefficients. For 
all black boxes considered in Sections 224, it will be assumed that the condi- 
tion (GO) is met. 
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If 1i C 1, , where 1, and I, are subsets of M( T, U), then necessary condi- 
tions for representation of B over II are also necessary for representation of B 
over 1.2 . This observation follows from Definitions (1.2) and (1.3). 
In Section 2, necessary and sufficient conditions on G, are given in order 
that B be representable over U as a linear dynamical system. In Section 3, we 
derive necessary and sufficiency conditions on G, in order that B be repre- 
sentable over U as a dynamical system of class C’, r 3 1. These conditions 
are extended in Section 4 to the set of smooth inputs P( T, CT) for both linear 
dynamical systems with continuous time varying coefficients and dynamical 
systems of class Cr. 
2. CONDITIONS FOR A BLACK Box TO BE REPRESENTABLE 
OVER CONSTANT INPUTS AS A LINEAR DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
Consider a black box B = {M(T, Em), E”, G, AC(T, En)} and the three 
conditions on B: 
CL I> 
CL 11) 
(L III)” 
G, maps E” x E’” into Cl(T, E”); 
G, is a linear map; 
The mapping G,(u, .) (t) : En -+ E” is a linear isomorphism 
for each (u, t) E E”” x T. 
It is shown in Theorem 2.1 below that (GO), (L I)-(L III) are necessary 
and sufficient in order that B be representable over constant inputs as a linear 
dynamical system with continuous time coefficient. Condition (L II) is a 
condition on G, requiring that it obey the principle of superposition. 
Two lemmas are needed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. The conditions (L I)-(L III) are fulfilled if and only if there 
exist an n x n array [ fii] and an n x m array [hij] of real-valued Cl functions 
fij : T--t R, hij : T - R, such that 
G,(u, x) (t) = F(t) x +- H(t) II, V(u, x, t) E Em x E’” x T, (2.1) 
F(t,) = I and q&J = 0, (2.2) 
F(t) has an inverse for all t E T, (2.3) 
where F(t) and II(t) denote the matrices [fii(t)] and [hii(t respectively, for all 
t E T, and I is the identity matrix. 
2 A linear isomorphism between E* and E* is a linear map with inverse. 
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Proof. To prove the “if” part, suppose (2.1)-(2.3) hold. Conditions 
(L I) and (L II) follow from (2.1), and (L III) follows from (2.1) and (2.3). 
The condition (G 0) follows from (2.1) and (2.2). 
T o prove the “only if” part, suppose (GO), (L I)-(L III) hold. For 
i E {l,..., n], let ei be the n-vector (0, ,..., 0,-i , 1, O,+i ,..., 0,). For 
i,; E (I,..., n], define fii : T---f R such that 
f<At) = Gi(O, ej) (t), Qt E T, (2.4) 
where Gi(u, x) (t) is the projection of G(u, X) (t) on the i-th coordinate; that 
is, 
G(u, x) (t) = (G,(u, x) (t) ,..., G,(u, x) (t)). 
For j E {l,..., ml-, let dj be the m-vector (Or ,..., Oj_l , 1, Oj+i ,..., O,,,). 
For i~{l,..., n} and j E {I,..., m}, define hij : T + R such that 
&j(t) = G,(dj , 0) (t), Qt E T. (2.5) 
From (2.4), (2.5), (L II) and the definitions of F(t) and H(t), we have 
Gc(dj , ei) (t) =F(t) ei + H(t) dj . (2.6) 
Recall that G, is the restriction of G to E’” x En. For each (u, s) E P x En, 
(2.6) and (L II) imply that (2.1) holds. The condition (2.2) now follows from 
(GO), (2.1), (2.4)-(2.6). Th e condition (2.3) follows from (L III). This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose (2.1)-(2.3) hold as stated in Lemma 2.1. For t E T, 
let A(t) and B(t) be the matrices defined by 
A(t) = i+(t) F(t)-l, (2.7) 
B(t) = f?(t) - F(t) F(t)--l H(t), w9 
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to t. Then for each 
(u, x) E E” x En, the function GC(u, x) : T --, En is a solution curve of the 
linear d$$rential equation 
P = 4) y + B(t) u, (t, y, u) E T x E’” x E”“, (2.9) 
with initial condition y(t,,) = x and constant s’nput u. 
Proof. Let (u, x) E E7’” x En. The solution 4 : T -+ I?” of (2.9) with 
+(t,) = x and input u is given by 
-t exp (il A(7) d’) s:, exp (- j10 A’(s) ds] B(T) u d7. 
(2.10) 
409/38/2-7 
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From (2.7) and (2.8) 
--l(t) = $ (logF(t)) and B(t) = J-(t) g (F(t)-1 H(t)). 
Substituting these formulas into (2.10) gives 4(t) = F(t) s + H(t) u for all 
t E T. Therefore, G(u, s) (t) = +(t) f or all t E T since solutions of (2.9) are 
unique. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, it is quite easy to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. In order that B be representable over the set of constant 
inputs as a linear dynamical system with continuous time varying coeficients, it is 
necessary and su$icient that (G 0), (L I)-(L III) hold. 
Proof. Suppose (L I)-(L III) hold. Then (2.1)-(2.3) of Lemma 2.1 hold. 
Definition 1.3 is met by the assertion of Lemma 2.2. This completes the 
“sufficient” part of the theorem. 
Suppose that Definition 1.3 holds for B. For t E T, let 
F(t) = esp (r‘: A(T) d’) 
” 
and 
H(t) == exp (J‘:, JT) d’) )_’ exp (- I:,, A(S) ds‘) B(7) dT. 
” t” 
Therefore, (2.2) and (2.3) hold. From (1.4) we see that (2.1) holds. Lemma 
2.1 implies that (L I)-(L III) hold. This completes the “necessary” part of 
the theorem. 
Remark 2.1. Suppose that, for the black box B, (2.1)-(2.3) hold as stated 
in Lemma 2.1. Then the equations governing the linear dynamical system 
representing B can be obtained in the following manner: Let 
g, : T .< E” x E” - E”, g, : T x E” x El’! - D, 
where 
D = {(t, G,(u, x) (t), u) : (t, x, u) E T y: El{ x E7”j 
and f : D - E” be defined such that 
-.-- 
gl(t, x, u) = G&i, x) (t) E P(t) s + I.?(t) u, (2.11) 
gz(t, x, u) = (t, G,(u, x) (t), u) = (t, F(t) x -1 H(t) u, u), (2.12) 
and 
f (4 Y, 4 = (& o g;‘) (4 y, 4 = ~(t)w)-l (v - H(t) 4 + r;r<t, I(. (2.13) 
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The linear dynamical system is governed by 
j =f(t, y, u) 3 P(t)F(t)-1 y + (I?(t) - P(t)F(t)-1 H(t)) u. (2.14) 
Equation (2.14) is identical to (2.9) in view of (2.7) and (2.8). The above 
method can be applied to black boxes in general to determine their representa- 
tions, if they have representations over the constant inputs. 
3. CONDITIONS FOR A BLACK Box TO BE REPRESENTABLE 
OVER CONSTANTS INPUTS AS A DYNAMICAL SYSTEM OF CLASS CT, r 2 1 
Consider a black box B = {M( T, U), X, G, AC(T, E”)} and the three 
conditions on B: 
(G 1) 
(G 11) 
(G III)3 
G, maps U x A’ into C’+l(T, En); 
G, : U x X -+ Cl(T, En) is of class Cr where C1( T, En) has 
its usual Ci topology; 
The mapping GJu, .) (t) : S-t En is a Cl-diffeomorphism 
(into) for each (u, t) E U x T. 
It is shown in Theorem 3.1 below that (G 0), (G I)-(G III) are necessary 
and sufficient in order that B be representable over U as a dynamical system 
of class Cr. Condition (G I) is a condition on the behavior of the output for 
constant inputs; it states that the output is of class Cr+l for all states and 
constant inputs. Condition (G II) is a condition on the behavior of B for 
constant inputs. Condition (G III) is a condition on the time evolution of the 
set of internal structures for constant inputs; it requires that the set of internal 
structures remain diffeomorphic as time evolves for each constant input. 
THEOREM 3. I. In order that B be representable over the set of constant inputs 
as a dynamical system of class C’, r > 1, it is necessary and suficient that 
(G 0)-( G III) hold. 
Proof. Sufficiency Part: Suppose that (G 0)-(G III) hold. Define 
g,:TxXx U-E”, g*:TxXx C’AD, 
where 
D = {(t, G(u, z) (t), u) E T x En x CT : x E A-}, 
3 In fact, GJu, .)(t) is a C’ diffeomorphism. This follows from (G III) with (G II) 
and the inverse function theorem. 
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and f : D --, E” such that 
-~- 
gdt, x, 4 = G(u, $ (0, (3.1) 
At, h', 4 = (6 G(u, x) (t), u), (3.2) 
f(4 3’9 4 = kl o g;‘) (4 y, u). (3.2) 
Condition (G III) implies that the inverse g;l exists. Let 4(t) = GJu, -v) (t) 
for all t E T, where (u, x) E U >( X are fixed. C(t) is a solution of the differ- 
ential equation 
9 =f(t, Y, 4 (3.4) 
for initial condition y(t,) = x and input u. Therefore, G(u, z) : T+ El’ is 
a solution curve of (3.4) for the initial condition y(t,) = x and input U. It 
remains to show that f is of class Cr. It suffices to show that g, and g;l are 
both of class Cr. One can verify that (G I) and (G II) imply that g, and g, are 
of class Cr. From (G III) and the inverse function theorem [40, p. 2681, it 
follows that g;r is of class Cr. 
Necessary Part: Suppose that B is representable over U as a dynamical 
system of class C” where Y 3 1. We must show that (G I)-(G III) hold. 
Recall from Definition 1.2 that (G 0) holds. There exists a set of ordinary 
differential equations 
9 = f& y, 4, (6 y, u) E .9, (3.5) 
where fa is of class CF, D C9 and for each (u, x) E U x A’ the function 
G(u, x) : T + Et1 satisfies the equation 
G(u, .y) ct) = y + j’ f&, G@, x) cT), u) A, Vt E T. (3.6) 
4, 
Since f0 is of class Cr, it follows from (3.6) that G(u, x) is of class Cl1 for 
each (u, .r) E 0’ x X. Thus (G I) holds. To show that (G II) and (G III) hold 
requires considerably more work. 
We introduce the following notation. Let T,, E [to, tr] = T. For p an 
integer > 1, let C,,v( T, E”) be the closed subspace of Cp( T, E”) consisting of 
all 4 E Cp(T, E”) with d(r,,) = 0, and C,p( T, X) the set of all YE C,p( T, E”) 
such that Y(y(t) E X for all t E T. Note that C&T, X) is open in the Banach 
space C&Z’, E”). D denotes the differentiation operator (see [40]) and Di 
denotes partial differentiation with respect to the j-th variable. 
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Let (T,, , y0 , u,,) E$! be given and let A denote the interval [- 1, 11. Let 
h be a positive real number such that 
[To - 2/i, To + 2X] x B(y, ) 24 x B(u, , 24 CB, 
where B(y, , 2h) and B(u, , 2h) are open balls of y0 in En and u0 in Em, res- 
pectively, of radius 2h. Consider the open balls B(y, , A) and B(0, A) in En and 
let J denote the interval [T,, - A, ~a + A]. The construction of the map F 
defined below is similar to that given in Robbins [42]. 
Let F : A x B(y, , A) x B(u, , A) x C,l(J, B(0, A)) --j Col(j, En) be the 
map defined by 
F(a, y, u, 4) (t) = C(t) - i” afo(a(~ - 70) + ~0 , Y + $(4, 4 dT (3.7) 
70 
for a E A, y E B(y, , A), ZJ E B(u, , A), q!~ E C,l(j, B(0, A)) and t E J. One can 
verify that F is a Cr map between Banach spaces. The partial derivative with 
respect to $ at the point (0, y. , u0 , 0), i.e., a = 0 and+ = 0, in the direction 
of the “tangent vector” !PE C,l(/, E”) is given by 
WV, yo , uo > 0) (y) = y. (34 
The map D,F(O, y. , u. , 0) : C,l(J, En) --f C,l(J, JP) is the identity map and 
is therefore a toplinear isomorphism (i.e., continuous linear with continuous 
linear inverse). Since F(0, y. , u. , 0) = 0 and D,F(O, y. , u. , 0) is a toplinear 
isomorphism, we may apply the implicit function theorem [40, pp. 265-2681. 
This yields an open neighborhood (--2~, 2~) x ITo x CT, of (0, y. , uo) in 
A x B(y, , A) x B(u, , A) and a C’ map H: 
such that 
(-26, 24 x Y, x u. - C,l(J, B(0, A)) 
F(a, Y, u, H(a, y, 4) = 0 
for all (a, y, U) contained in (-26, 2~) x Y,, x U. . 
Let K : U, x Y, -+ Cl(J, ZP) denote the linear map defined by 
K(u, y) (t) = y for all (u, y, t) E lJo x Y, x J. Let Jo denote the interval 
[TV - EA, 7. + EA] and define g : Jo + J such that g(t) = [(t - T~)/c] + 7. 
for all t E Jo . Finally, define @a : U, x Y, + C1(Jo , B(y, ,2X)) to be the 
map such that Go(u, y) (t) = H(E, y, u) (g(t)) + K(u, y) (t) for all 
(u, y, t) E U, x Y. x Jo . Note that @,,(u, y)(ro) = y for all u E U, since 
g(7,) = 7. and H(E, y, u) (TV) = 0. Th e map (Do is of class CT since both 
H and K are CT maps. By substitution, it is easy to show that 
@oh Y) (4 = Y + 1’ fo(~, @ok Y) (4 4 dr for all t E Jb . w 
70 
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Therefore, Q&U, y) is a solution curve of (3.5) for the initial condition 
y(t,) = y and input U. Since QO(u, y) E Cl(J,, , B(y, 2h)) and f0 is of class C’, 
it follows from (3.9) that 
@a maps U, i< Ya into C’+‘(J, , En). (3.10) 
We noted above that 
CD0 : U. X Y. -+ C1(Jo , B(y, ,2h)) is of class Cr. (3.11) 
Equation (3.9) implies that @a(~, y) (t) is the general solution of the differential 
equation of class Cr (3.5) with dependence on the initial conditions y E Y, 
and parameters u E Ua . It is well-known, see Hartmann [41, p. 961, that 
the mapping QO(u, .)(t) : Y, -+ En is a Cr-diffeomorphism 
(into) for each (u, t) E Us x Jo . 
(3.12) 
To show that (G II) holds, it suffices to show that for each 
ho , x0 3 so) E U x X x T, there exist neighborhoods U. and X0 of u. 
and x0 , respectively, and a compact interval To containing so such that the 
map Go : U. x X0 -+ C1(To , En) is of class Cr where 
G,(u, x) (t) = G(u, Ly) (t) for all (u, x, t) E U, x X0 x To 
and where U. and X0 are open in li’ and X, respectively. 
Let (u. , x0 , so) E U x X x T. We are to find U. , X0 , and To as described 
above so that Go is of class Cr. Consider the compact subset 
K = {(t, G@, , ~0) (0, ~0) : to < t < so> 
of R x E* x En’. In the analysis leading to (3.10)-(3.12), we have shown for 
each pi = (TV , yi , ui) E K there exist neighborhoods /,<, YPi and Upi of 
‘T; , yi and ui , respectively, and a map Bpi : UPi x YPi + Ct(/,( , E”) such 
that (3.10)-(3.12) hold. The family F = (Je, x YVi x UDi : pi E K} provides 
an open covering of K. Since K is compact, there exists a finite set of points 
{pi = (7i ) yj ) uo) : i = l)...) N} C K such that (i) the finite subfamily 
F, = {J& x Yp, x UD, : i = l,..., N} 
of F covers K, (ii) for all 1 < i < N - 1, 7i E JD,+, and (iii) 
Pl = (to t x0 3 %) and PN = (So 9 Wo > Xo) (So), Uo>- 
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Let v be the open set n {UPi : i = l,..., JV} and let T, be the compact 
interval j,, . Let Lr, = V n l?. 
The map @=,(us , .) (T~-~) maps I’+, d ff i eomorphically onto an open subset 
;4,-, of En. Let B,v-, = A,-, n Y1lN--l . The map @pN-l(uo , .) (T,v-J maps 
BNel onto an open subset -4,-a of En. Let B,-, = rl,-, n Y,,-? . Continuing 
in this manner a finite number of times, the map Qp,(u,, , .) (or) maps B, onto 
an open subset A, of En. Let -E’, = A, n la,. The map 
@;;(uo 7 .) (Qq) 0 @;;Juo , -) (q-2) 3 *.. o @;+o !.) (71) : -x-”  I’D, ) 
(3.13)4 
which is composed of N - I diffeomorphisms of class C’, is a diffeomorphism 
of class Cr of X,, onto an open subset of YD,. 
Let Q : U,, x X0 + CT,, ?< I’+ be the Cr map defined by Q(u, x) = (u, r) 
where x + y is given via the CT diffeomorphism (3.13). The composition 
QDN 0 Q: U, x X0 + Cl(T,, , En) is a CT map. G, = oBN 0 Q, by uniqueness 
of solutions of (3.5); i.e., Gc(u, x) (t) = DDi(u, G(u, x) (TJ) (t) for all 
(u, x, t) E U,, >: X,, x -T,, and for all i = I,..., N. This completes the proof 
that (G II) holds since G, is of class Cr. 
To show that (G III) holds, it suffices to show that for each 
@o, x’o 3 0 s ) E LJ x X x T there exists a neighborhood X0 of x0 such that the 
map G(uo y .) (so): X0 - En is a diffeomorphism (into) of class Cl. Consider 
the analysis leading to (3.13) and let X0 be as defined there. The 
map G,(uo , .) (so) : X0 + E,, is a diffeomorphism (into) of class C’ since it is 
precisely the diffeomorphism (3.13). Namely, for i E {I,..., N - 11, 
@P;+Juo 1 .) (5) = @P,(UO 9.I hfl) over the intersection of their domains. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 3.1. Let B = (M(T, U), X, G, AC(T, En)} be a black box and 
let I be a set of inputs. Let S7(B, I) denote the class of all black 
boxes B* = (M(T, U), X*, G*, AC(T, E”)} such that (i) X* is diffeomorphic 
to X and (ii) there exists a diffeomorphism h : X 4 X* of class CT such that 
G*(u, h(x)) = G(u, x) for all (u, x) ~1 x X. If G, satisfies (G I)-(G III), 
then so does G,* for all B* E~(B, IJ where U C II . 
However, if G, satisfies (G 0) then it need not be true that G,* satisfies 
(G 0) for all B* E S?(B, 1r) where UC I1 _ But one can alter the Definition 1.2 
in such a way that all members of Sf(B, U) are representable over the set of 
constant inputs as a dynamical system at class CT, Y >, 1, in the sense of 
Definition 1.2, provided B is so representable. 
4 The inverse of the map Qp (uO , 
iE (2,..., 
.)(T~-~) is denoted by @;,‘(q, , .)(ri-J for 
N}. The existence of this finverse follows from (3.12). 
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4. CONDITIONS FOR A BLACK Box TO BE REPRESENTABLE 
OVER SnIooTa INP~JTS 4s A DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
In Sections 2 and 3, necessary and sufficient conditions are given in order 
that a black bos be representable over constant inputs as a linear dynamical 
system with continuous time-varying coefficients and as a dynamical system of 
class Cr, r > 1, respectively. We now enlarge the set of inputs to the set of 
smooth inputs and give a further condition on the black box mapping so that a 
black box remains representable over this larger set as a dynamical system if 
it is similarly representable over the constant inputs. 
Let B = {M(T, c’), X, G, =IC(T, En)} be a black box such that (G O)- 
(G III) hold for the mapping G, . Let @ : T x X x U + E” denote the map 
defined by @(t, .v, U) = G,(u, x) (t) for all (t, x, U) E T x X >:, U. Condition 
(G III) implies that D,@(t, x, u) : En ---f E’” is a linear map with inverse. Let 
ZI E Cl(T, U) and consider the following differential equation which depends 
on n: 
2 = - L>,@(t, x, a(t))-1 D,@(t, x, v(t)) i)(t), (t, x) E T x X. (4.1) 
It is shown in the proof of Lemma 4.1 that (4.1) has unique solutions for 
each w E Cl(T, U). Let x~,,~) : TcL,,Pi) -+ X denote the solution of (4.1) for the 
initial condition x(t,) = 2, where z’ E C1(T, U) is the smooth input used to 
define (4.1) and where T,, .?-) , is the largest time interval for the existence of 
x’(,,~) on T. 
Consider the condition: 
(G IV) For each ~1 E P(T, U) and i E X, the output Gs(z, -E) : T--f E” 
satisfies G,(v, a) (t) = G,(a(t), ~(~,,.~r(t)) (t) for all t E T(+, . 
It is shown in Theorem 4.1 that (G IV) . 1s a necessary condition in order that 
B be representable over P(T, U) as a dynamical system of class C’. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that the set of ordinary d@rential equations 
9 = fib, Y, 4, (t,Y,u)EB (4.2) 
is a representation of B over the set of constant inputs where fi is of class C+ and 
.9? is an open region containing D(U). Let v E Cl(T, U) and 2 E X. Then the 
function #Lv.kj : T, “3) - En, defined such that 
&&) = @k ~~.u..dt), W for all t E TN, ) 
is a solution of (4.2) with input v and initial condition y(t,) = $. 
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Proof. Existence of xt,,ir on some time interval [to, t, + 61 follows since 
the right side of (4.1) is a continuous function of (t, .Y). Concerning the 
uniqueness of .‘ccv.3r , suppose that there are two such solutions x:,,~) and 
XL.:, of (4.1) with x(t,) = i. If 
and 
then +:,,i, # #,,,, since @(t, ., v(t)) is a diffeomorphism for each t E T. It 
is shown below that #,,;, and #,.,, are solutions of (4.2) for the same 
initial condition y(tO) = 3c’. Therefore, #,,,, = $fU,i, by uniqueness of 
solutions of (4.2). This contradiction implies that solutions of (4.1) are unique. 
The time derivative +(v,95) of $(v,zj at s E TtV,iJ is given by 
Since x( v Er , is a solution of (4.1), the time derivative (4.3) reduces to the first 
term of the right side. Recalling the definition of @ and that 
G&s), qt..i)(~)) : T - En 
is a solution curve of (4.2) with initial condition r(t,,) = x~,,~)(s) and con- 
stant input w(s) : T -+ U, we see that (4.3) implies that #(v,lr is a solution of 
(4.2) with initial condition .y(t,,) = i and input o. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
THEOREM 4.1. In order that B be representable over the set of smooth inputs 
as a dynamical system of class Cr, Y > I, it is necessary that G, satisfy (G IV). 
If Tc,,m, = T for all (v, 2) E Cl(T, U) x X then the conditions (G 0)-(G IV) 
are suficient in order that B be representable over the set of smooth inputs as a 
dynamical system of class CT, Y 3 1. 
Proof. To show the necessity of (G IV), suppose that (4.2) is a representa- 
tion of B over the set of smooth inputs. Since (4.2) has unique solutions, it 
follows from Lemma (4.1) that (G IV) holds. 
To show the sufficiency part of the theorem, suppose that T = TtVo.*) for 
all (v, 2) E cl( T, U) x X and (G O)-(G IV) hold. It follows from Lemma 4.1 
that, for each R E X and v E C1(T, U), the output G,(w, a) is a solution curve 
of any set of ordinary differential equations which is a representation of B 
over the set of constant inputs. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. Let B = {Cl(T, Em), En, G, AC(T, En)) be a black box 
such that G,.(u, x) (t) = F(t) x + II(t) ufor all (u, x, t) E Em x Erh :; I’, where 
F(t) and H(t) satisf?: (2.2) and (2.3) of L emma 2.1. In order that B be represent- 
able over the set of smooth inputs, it is necessary and sz.@cient that for each 
w E C’(T, Em) and i E ET< 
where 
Gs(v 4 (t) = F(t) -y ,,.&) + H(t) v(t). ‘It E T, (4.4) 
x(&t) = 2 - 
J 
-’ F(T)-l H(T) ti(~) dT, Qt E T. (4.5) 
‘0 
Proof. Substituting the above linear form of G, into (4.1) gives 
2 = - F(t)-l H(t) i)(t) for all t E T with solution (4.5) for the initial condition 
~~~~~~(t~) = 2. The assertion of the corollary follows easily from Theorem 4.1. 
It is of interest to show that (4.4) re d uces to the usual expression for the 
general solution of (2.9). Substitution of (4.5) into (4.4) gives 
G&, 2) (t) = F(t) i + H(t) a(t) - F(t) j~oF(T)-l H(T) I) dT. (4.6) 
Integrating the integral in (4.6) by “parts” yields 
G,(v, a) (t) = F(t) B + F(t) jLo & [F(T)-l qT)] W(T) dT. (4.7) 
In view of (2.8), (4.7) reduces to 
G,(w, a) (t) =F(t) ji + F(t) jloF(~)-' B(T) W(T) dT. (4.8) 
Because of (2.7), (4.8) is the usual expression for the general solution of (2.9). 
5. CONCLUSION 
The necessary conditions, Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and 4. I, for a black box to be 
representable as a dynamical system governed by ordinary differential equa- 
tions cannot be verified by a finite number of observations. Consequently, 
the question of whether or not a black box is so representable cannot be 
resolved in practice solely by observing input-output data. Thus, additional 
information about an unidentified black box is needed in order to obtain its 
representation. 
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